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ABSTRACT
Results of the first calculations aiming at determination of the exolic shape effects
at large elongations are presented. After discussing some formal aspects of our
generalised approach based on the deformed Woods-Saxon potential, the overall
trends in the quanta! (shell) effects leading to the deformation driving forces
in terms of Y\—atll multipole components are presented. Finally, the nuclei are
identified in which (at least at a low spin limit) the predicted exotic shape effects
should manifest themselves in the most pronounced way.

I - INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the first superdeformed nucleus, 152Dy. Réf. [l], opened an
avalanche of surprises. Not only the population pattern of the corresponding rotational
bands and the related T-VS.-a- behavior turned out to be different from what we have
learned before by studying the "normal" nuclei; also the depopulation properties and,
more recently, the ''strange degeneracy patterns" kept puzzling the nuclear physicists.

There have been several physical concepts discussed in the super-deformation
context. One of them, a suggestion of the intrinsic symmetries, the so-called pseudo-
spin and pseudo-Si's symmetries seems particularly attractive. In accordance with
these concepts, (he orbital- and the intrinsic-motion seem to decouple, thus leading to a
direct alignement o f f p s e u d o ) spin (~ :';//) with the axis of rotation. The corresponding
quantal rearrangements seemingly cost only small amounts of excitation energy, a
situation apparently paradoxical, given t h e fact of very strong spin-orbit nuclear
interactions. The problem* of related degeneracies, their evolution with rotational
frequency and surprising rorrHalimit- between I l i e behavior of neighbouring (!) nuclei
have been a subject of several discussions, Refs. 12.4].



In this article yet another promissing feature will be discussed: the exotic forms
of coherent motion caused by all possible non-axial octupole-type excitations. To our
knowledge, these are the first "realistic" calculations for the corresponding modes
in superdeformed nuclei. Therefore, the necessary extensions of the "traditional"
formulation of the average field approach within the macroscopic-microscopic method
will be presented here (the folloTsing chapter) together with some rather well known
facts, which will be briefly recalled for completeness.

Before starting the more formal presentation of the applied algorithm (Sect. II),
and discussion of the results (Sect. Ill) we should like to mention the existence of
important microscopic differences between the super-deformed and normal-deformed
configurations. These are represented in Fig. Ia, where the characteristic evolution of
the quantal structure of the corresponding shell closures are marked. In particular,
the spherical shell closures are characterised by the well known domination of the
"natural" parity orbitals and with the admixture of the "unnatural" parity orbitals.
Such a separation, directly related to the parity of a state, does not apply any more
for the superdeformed shell closures. Instead, the orbitals of both parities appear in
comparable proportions. It seems much more adequate, in the latter case, to classify
the single particle states in terms of pseudo-SUs multiplets on one hand and in terms
of these orbitals which do not form the pseudo-SU3 multiplets, on the other. This
type of classification is. in our opinion, much better suited for the new generation
of microscopic approaches, where the presence of the (approximate) symmetry can
be used to decrease the size of the matrices representing the nuclear many-bod3r

Hamiltonians, to introduce new quantum numbers etc. (Réf. [5]).

II - AVERAGE FIELD HAMILTONIAN WITH THE MINIMUM SHAPE
RESTRICTIONS

In this section we are going to discuss some mathematical properties of the ave-
rage field approach based an the deformed Woods-Saxon potential with its (universal)
parameters. We recall, that the term "universal parametrisation" refers to the geome-
trical aspects of the potential definition (depth, radius, diffuseness) and the spin orbit
strength, as it will be explained explicitly below. This should be distinguished from
the parametrisation of possible shapes of the nuclear surface.

II.A Standard Shape Parametrisation

We are going to use the fact that the spherical harmonics form a convenient
complete set of functions on the unit sphere

) : O •_ tf '- T ; O l S 3 < 2 j r } (2.1)

and define the nuclear surface S as

A ^= -A

(2.5



where a denotes the full set of parameters {a^} and the radius, R0 , can be expressed
in any convenient form e.g.

R0 = T0A
1'3 , R0 = (r0 + S0A-1'3^1'3 , • • • . (2.3)

Adopting the standard phase convention

Y^,v) = (-irY^^,v) (2-4)

and using the condition that R^ = RZ (cf. Eq. (2.2)), one arrives at the usual relation

a*, = (-!)'«*-,. (2.5)

(Actually, the present version of the corresponding computer code accepts A < 8).

It is sometimes useful to rewrite the expression in (2.2) in the form

A

\

A

+ 2EE Zm(av)Jm(rAM)] . (2.6)
A >t=l

Taking into account, that

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

according to standard definitions and notation, it is then easy to see some possible
symmetry restrictions and their implications for the aA/1-tensor. We have for instance:

1. For xz as a symmetry plane:

Rx(#,V) = Rx(#,-v) = Jm(av) = 0. (2.8)

2. For yz as a symmetry plane:

0, for // = 1,3, 5,... (2.9a)

O, for /j = 0,2,4,. . . . (2.9b)

3. For xy as a symmetry plane:

! -0 ,V>) = flE(! + 0 ,V) =>

= O for all odd A. (2.10)



Let us also recall, that:
a. Shapes with no symmetry plane require in general (2A + 1) real deformation

parameters Q^ (// = —A, . . . + A; cf. Eq. (2.5)).
b. Shapes with one symmetry7 plane require (A + 1) independent deformation para-

meters.
c. Shapes with two symmetry planes require ^ ( A + 1) parameters for A-odd and

\ A + 1 parameters for A-even.
d. Shapes with three symmetry planes require in addition that the a ̂ 11 = G for all

A-odd.

JI. A.I Constant-volume condition

As always in the average-field approaches we suppose that the volume of a
deforming nucleus is constant and equal to that of the original sphere |TT R\. This
condition leads to the relation determining C(Q) in Eq. (2.2):

(2.11)

where by definition:

**„ *%,(*,¥>). (2.12)
A=O /i=-A

II. A. 2 Fixing the Center of Mass

Introducing a "A = odd" component in Eq. (2.2) will change, in general, the
position of the center of mass. Such an effect should be considered spurious and one of
the easiest formal remedies is to shift the position of the origin of the coordinate system
accordingly by (xcm , t/cm. zcm ). This necessitates the calculations of the corresponding
three components of the center of mass. Defining the auxiliary, uniform density of the
nuclear matter as

we find

/^(cos tf, v?) cos M(COST?) (2.14)

Similarly,

ycm = JJJ yp(z)d3?= C J sin v»^ I cos 9)

(2.15)
and

Xcm = f f f Xp(T)(Pf= j / COS^rfs?/ \ '1 - COS2 J? R^ ( COS 7?. 9 ) d( COS ^ )

(2.16)



ILB Définition of the Potential

The potential of the general Woods-Saxon form will be denned as usual by

V0 l ± «

where V0, K, and a are numerical constants. As before, a denotes all the deformation
parameters {OA^}» distj;(f,a) is the distance of a position of the point f from the
surface S defined in Eq. (2.2) which is determined numerically.

We define the spin-orbit term as usual by

VSO(T, o) = \s. [VV30 A p\ (2.18)

where 5* and p denote the operators of the nucleonic spin and linear momentum,
respectively, and

V0 l± K

Vso(f,a) = — - (2.19)
1 + exp IdISLs50(T-, Q )/asoJ

where ESO correspounds to S of Eq. (2.2) in which R0 has been replaced by (Ro)so
and a by 0.50, the spin-orbit diffuseness parameter.

The Couloumb potential, Vc. corresponds to the electrostatic potential of a
uniformly charged body.

JLC Properties of the Hamiltonian

In order to find the single-particle levels and wave functions we solve (numerically)
the Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian:

ff = t + V + Vso + l(l + r3 )VC . (2.18)
Zt

The Hamiltonian considered obeys the symmetry with respect to time reversal:

O . (2.19)

This implies, that for ^n = T1^77, and for any pair of indices (77,77') we have

>* , (2-2Oa)

>* • (2.2Ob)

(Here and in the following we use the standard representation T = UK, where U is
the corresponding unitary operator and K denotes the complex conjugation.)

Now, let us introduce the harmonic anisotropic-oscillator basis

\b >= nx,ny,nz ; s. > . (2.21)



We will employ the usual phase convention

\l>=T\b >=(--[ (2.22)

From the above relation it becomes clear, that |6 > and |6 > are linearly independent,
and therefore the full basis must contain both types of states.

II.C.I. A General Matrix Representation of the Hamiltonian
We will denumerate the basis corresponding to (2.21) by using the following

notation:

,... \bN (2.23)

where N is the total number of basis states. Using the symmetry relations from Eqs.
(2.20) together with the notation

< bi\H\bk > <=* -Hik ; < bi\H\bk >^=> Hik (2.24)

we find that the most general average field Hamiltonian must have the form:

(2.25)

Let us remark, that the Hamiltonian matrix, H, is in general composed of (2JV x2JV) =
4JV2 complex matrix elements what, translates into the freedom of 8JV2 real numbers.
However, the physical Hamiltonian which will be of interest here will contain only
the freedom of JV2 complex numbers. That can be easily seen, since the hermicity
of the Hamiltonian requires that H,j = 7/j, ; i,j = 1,2,...2JV, what leaves us with
2Ar2 a priori independent" complex numbers. For a time-reversal invariant Hamiltonian,
relation (2.25) holds in addition.

II. C.2 Real vs. Complex Hamiltonian

Let us introduce a unitary transformation, U, defined by:

1
1

_ i

-1

(2.26)

We define a new basis



' !<+,! > '

"+f >

\t+:Ni >
l<-,2 >

.\*-,N>.

= u

' \bi > '
|&2 >

1 6l >

J6N >.

or schematically,

The inverse relation gives

\b >= =±(

It is now easy to show that

< t'+\H\t+ >=

< l'_\H\t- >=

< t'+\H\t- >=

b'\H\b >)

b'\H\b >}

b"\H\b >) - i

and so, explicitely

t'_\H\t+ >••= -Im(< b'\H\b >) - i

and
<1'_\H\t- >= +

<1'_\H\t+ ;*=-

b'\H\l

b'\H\b

b'\H\b

b'\H\b

(2.27)

(2.29)

(2.29)

(2.3Oa)

(2.3Ob)

(2.3Oc)

(2.3Od)

(2.31)

The above observations lead to the following important conclusion: If one choses the
primary basis, {|6, >,|6j >}, i,j = ! . . . T V . such that the corresponding matrix
elements of H are real then the corresponding 2N x 27V Hamiltonian splits, in the
{\t+ >, \1- >} representation, into two blocks of (N x N) complex matrices with the
following block-diagonal structure:

H =
•<^|/?|f+ >

O

O

< /'_!#!*- >.

Ti O
O TY

(2.32)



Eq. (2.31) implies that the second equality in Eq. (2.32) holds. It manifests explicitly
the Kramers degeneracy of our Hamiltonian, since for an Hermitean matrix Ti the
spectrum of H and H* must be the same.

The problem of complex vs. real representation of the Hamiltonian plays an
important role in all pratical applications since both the storage in computer memory
and the execution time of the code depend on such a representation in a significant
manner.

To illustrate some other properties of an average field nuclear Hamiltonian which
will be important in the present context, let us introduce the operator of reflexion in
the x — z plane:

Ry = TIy(TT)Tf (2.33)

where T^J(TT) denotes a rotation about y - axis through angle TT and TT denotes the
parity operator. Let us also modify (trivially) the original basis, |fe >, cf. Eq. (2.21),
by introducing a phase factor. In a short-hand notation:

\y >= in ' |nx,n,,,n = ;a. >= in* \b > . (2.34)

It is now easy to prove, that:

(2.35)

Ry\y>=+\y>
Introducing the 'renormalised' basis (2.34) into the definition of states {|i+ > , )<_>}
in Eq. (2.28), we find that these modified \t+ > and |<_ > states satisfy:

(2.36)
Ry\t- > = ( - » ) ! / - >'

which proves, that the corresponding symmetrised (Eqs. (2.28-29)) states form the
spectrum of eigenstates of the Ry operator.

We will now prove another property: if the basis {\y >, \y >} satisfies relations
(2.35), and if Ry is the symmetry of the Hamiltonian

R-1HRy = H (2.37)

then all the matrix elements of H must be real. The proof is elementary:

< y'\H \y >= (< y\R-*)S(Ry\y -•) = - •- y'\S\y >= + < y'\H\y >* (2.38)

-•:'»'! \V-

In addition:

< y'\H\y >= (-:- y'lR-1) (R11IiI -\ -• ;/' H\f/ > = < y' \ \ y --*



The above relations complete now the arguments for the following series of important
observations:

a) The Ry —symmetric Hamiltonian can always be explicitely reduced to its real
representation using the transformed basis {\t+ >, j f _ >} from (2.34 and 2.36). This
corresponds to a reduction of the original (27V x 2N) complex matrix into a (2JV x 2N)
real matrix.

b) Using the above relation one can immediately benefit from observations in Eqs.
(2.30c-d), in simplifying the problem further: to reduce the problem to a block-diagonal
form of (N x N) complex matrices.

c) Having a choice between diagonalization of a (2N x 2JV) real matrix or an equivalent
NxN complex matrix, one should always chose the latter (gain of computer time by
a factor of ~ 2).

d) The above simple properties reflect the properties of the basis and not the detailed
structure of the Hamiltonian (any H satisfying

[H, Ry] = O and [#,T] = 0 (2.40)

possesses these properties).

ILD Spatial Symmetries (Higher Symmetries)

For any practical exploration of the enlarged space of nuclear deformations it is
always useful to use the simplifications following from the higher symmetries of the
nuclear field. Until now we have explored the consequences of the basic symmetries
(properties):

a. hermiticity of the Hamiltonian;
b. time reversal symmetry of the Hamiltonian, and, more specifically:
c. the existence of one symmetry plane, [ E , Ry] = O, (cf. Sect. II. C).

The Hamiltonian obeying more symmetries than the above mentionned will be
said to obey a "higher symmetry". We will begin by discussing the case of two
symmetry planes.

II. D.I Simultaneous Presence of Rx and Ry Symmetries
Let us consider the operators Rx, Ry and Ry defined as before by:

Rx = T^(TT)TT

Ry = IZy(Tt)TT

where

TC1(TT) = C-'*'* ; TC8(Tr) = C-"'' ; TCS(TT) = e^'' . (2.41)

and where TT denotes the parity operation. Using the fact that jK = IK+~SK for K = x. y, z
and the commutation relation [j'K, sp] = O for any combination of indices K, p = x.y, c,
we find that

9



RK=e-M*(-iorK)*. (2.42)

With these preliminaries it will be easy to show, that for

\y >= I7Hi-Z,nj,,77z,sz > (2.43)

we have

Rx\y>=(-l)n*(-i<Tx)\y> . (2.44)

Using the fact that (-ZCr1)Is. >= ( — i ) | — s- >, we obtain

(2.45)
Rx\y >= -i(-l}n'

Since we assumed in this section that the Hamiltonian possesses not only Ry, but
also Rx symmetry:

[H, R,] = Q; [H, Ry] = O ; (2.46)

we find, after elementary operations that

< y'\H\y > [1 - (-1)"*+ »»(-!)»-+ "i] = O (2.47)

and moreover

<y'\H\y> [ l - ( - l ) B ' + " ' ( - l ) n ' + n »] = 0 . (2.48)

Since

[£,,£„] 7*0, (2.49)

one cannot, in general, benefit from the /?x symmetry in terms of new good quantum
numbers. Nevertheless, many of the matrix elements vanish, and one will be able to
select immediately a real representation of H (which will be in this case a real A7 x N
matrix).

10



The relation just obtained can be illustrated by the following block-structure:

\y > \y>

<y'\

n'x+n'y=odd ! B

<y\

-X* = X+

n'x + n'y=odd -F* = Y+

(2.50)

A* = A

B* = B

In general we have X+ = —X*, or XT — —X or Xij = —Xji.
Let us notice, that the above matrix, in view of the results from the preceding

sections, is a real (27V) •*• (2N) matrix which however, can be block-diagonalised into
the form of two NxN real matrices. To demonstrate this, let us consider a matrix
of the general structure represented by Eq. (2.50). To simplify the notation we- will
introduce

k =

" a
O

—x*
. O

O
b
O

-y*

a;
O

C*

O

o -
y
0
6*.

(2.51)

as a shorthand notation for the matrix in Eq. (2.50), and an auxiliary transformation

u =

ri o o o
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 ,

(2.52)

By calculating the expression

11



h' = tifetT1 (2.53)

we find that

.
(2-54)

• a x O O l
-i* a* O O

O O b y
. 0 O -y" ft* J

The above transformations prove that:
1. Indeed, the problem has been reduced to two diagonalisations of the matrices

N x JV.
2. One of those matrices is built out of only the "xy-parity" = +1 states and the

other are out of "xy-parity" = — 1 states.
3. The structure of the blocks insures that the eigenvalues will obey the double

(Kramers) degeneracy.
To benefit from the last observation let us recall that with the basis chosen all the
matrices involved (a, 6 , x , y ) are real, and so are the corresponding blocks in Eq. (2.54).
This reduces the blocks in the last equality to the form

'=(a

\-x
(2.55)

One can prove now, that the diagonalisation of the above real NxN matrix is
equivalent to a diagonalisation of a complex (\N) x (^JV) matrix

h" = a - ix (2.56)

(we omit the prove which is rather well know in linear algebra). Again, by utilising
the above transformation one may reduce the number of multiplications necessary to
find the spectra roughly by the factor of 2.

II. D. 2 Simultaneous symmetries Rx, Ry and Rz

In the case of the above symmetries the potential must possess three symmetry
planes. Then parity is also a good quantum number, and the dimensions of the block
structures discussed in the preceding sections can be further reduced. The numerical
effort corresponds then to that of a diagonalisation of two real matrices (for both
parities) of the dimensions ~ (|-AT) x (|-/V).

ILE Structure of the spin-orbit term

We have defined the spin-orbit term as usual by

A (2.57)

where

-
and

12



î = -i&V = [-ih,dx,-ihdy,-ihdz] .

It will be convenient to rewrite the Vso-term in the form

Vso = A -0

where the real operator

= VV A V-

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

Taking into account the elementary properties of the Pauli matrices of Eq. (2.58) we
find the following auxiliary relations:

furthermore:

1«* >=

\s. >=

I*= >=

I*» >= O

\s~ >= ih

\*s >= o

1«= >= -

(2.62)

(2.63)

and

«T-] JJS. >

[f (T.] \S. > SZ

|«. >= -i

\S- >= O

(2.64)

Thus the spin-orbit part of the Hamiltonian has the following block-form:

> IiV >

y'\(vso)x\y
or

(-h)<yl\(vso)y\y>

(+ih) < y'\(rso)*\P

or

(+*)<y'\(vso)y\y (2.65)

y'\(vso}z\y

13



Finally, the matrix elements of the vgo operator, which are of the form

< y'\(vso)x\y >=< n'xn'ynz\(vso)x\nxnynz > =

+ 00

) _ (dy4^, n, n, )(dzil>nin nt )] (2.66)

and where $nxnynt (^n'xn'n'z) denote the (factorised) harmonic oscillator basis, are
calculated numerically using the Gauss quadrature formulas. (All other relations are
obtained from Eq. (2.66) by cyclic permutation of the indices x, y, z).

Ill - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate the possible exotic-deformation driving nuclear forces
we have proceeded as follows. We have fixed the quadrupole and hexadecapole
deformations corresponding to the positions of the equilibrium deformations calculated
in one of the preceding publications, Réf. [6J. These are, for the nuclei in the vicinity
of the 1IgDySe nucleus: /?2o — 0.61,7 — O (corresponding to azz = O) and a^o ~ 0.10.

Then the Hamiltonian of the corresponding Woods-Saxon potential has been
diagonialised for a number of points characterising the "exotic" deformations:

a. A = 3 (octupole shapes)

0^=3,^=0 = O, 0.05, 0.10, . . . 0.30, (all other <*v = O)
or

a\=3,ti=i = O, 0.05, 0.10,... 0.30, (all other av = O)
or

or
aA=31|U=2 = O, 0.05, 0.10,... 0.30, (all other aA/i = O

aA=3I/t=3 = O, 0.05, 0.10,... 0.30, (all other aAp = O)

(2.67)

b. Similar to the above but for A = 4 (hexadecapole deformations) and all possible
values of fi (not discussed in this article in any detail).

IJLA SLeJJ Energies

In order to express the deformation driving forces, we have employed the so-called
Strutinsky (shell) energy defined by

N or Z N or Z

Shell energy = <5ESHELL = ^ e,— < ]T e,•. > (2.68)
7 = 1 i=l

where the bracket symbol denotes Strutinsky averaging, Réf. [7].

14



The corresponding results are shown in Figs. III.la-d for the protons (Z satisfying
50 < Z < 82) and in Figs. III.2a-d for the neutrons (N satisfying 82 < JV < 126).

One can immediately see that the proton numbers Z ~ 66 priviledge the signi-
ficant driving forces in terms of 030,032 and 033 deformations, the latter sometimes
referred to as a "banana mode". The so-called "bending mode", 031, is not well pro-
nounced there. The neutron effects, in contrast, do not produce any decrease in shell
energy for N ~ 86, i.e. in the vicinity of the well studied superdeformed nuclei. Ho-
wever, the corresponding neutron shell-effects remain practically constant over the
substantial stretch of the corresponding deformations.

III.B Some Priviledged (Z,N)-Numbers at ~ (2 : 1) Axis Ratios

The shell energy illustrations for the protons (Figs. III.la-d) indicate the existence
of at least three characteristic areas corresponding to various Z-ranges for 50 < Z < 82.

The most visible (and probably most important.) is the range of Z ~ 66 extending
to 70. This is because in the vicinity of those proton numbers the superdeformed nuclei
have already been found. It is important to stress at this point that the discussed
figures represent the results for /?o ~ 0.61 i.e. the quadrupole deformation range
corresponding (more than roughly) to the famous 2:1 axis ratio. This is why the
equally encouraging slopes of the proton shell energies for Z > 70 carry probably less
significance for the SD minima since the Z > 70 nuclei, which can be measured with
the present day techniques, do not have strongly pronounced 2:1 (SD) configurations.
Let us also emphasize, that the behavior of the shell energies driven by 030,0:32 and
O33 (but not O3j) for Z ~ 66 and axis ratio ~ 2 : 1 nuclei are similar. This implies an
important possibility: all the three components (and probably none of them as a single
one) are likely to be non-zero, simultaneously. The results presented here address the
global average, features of many superdeformed nuclei; the detailed calculation results
addressing the specific nuclei one in progress and will be presented elsewhere, together
with the obtained equilibrium values of QA^C?.- Finally, the regions of the extremes on
the r-axis, i.e. Z ~ 54 and Z ~ 80, (Figs. III.l ) require individual comments. While the
030 and O33 would in Z ~ 54 nuclei "discourage" the 2:1 axis-ratio configurations to
develop the related deformations, the opposite is true for Q31 and Q32. Since, however,
one is not expecting any strong SD effects for these nuclei at /32 ~ 0.6, the o^=3^
deformation driving forces in these nuclei will influence most likely the barries and
the characteristics of the saddle points rather than the SD configurations themselves:
similar is true for Z ~ 80 nuclei.

The neutron QA=S^ effects analogous to the above discussed proton effects are
illustrated in Figs. III.2a-cl. The following two observations may have some importance
for the experimental studies of the superdeformed nuclei. Firstly, the neutrons in
N ~ 86 range (i.e. where many of the SD configurations have already been found)
do not produce the a>,=3^, deformation driving forces to support those of (Z ~ 66)
proton configurations. However, the related counteracting effects are weak, and the
prediction of high Q\-3t,-déformâtion susceptibility in the Rare Earth superdeformed
nuclei should be easily verified at least with the new generation of 47r-detection
systems.



The second observation is related to the N ~ 114 shell closure at /32 ~ 0.6 which,
according to the presented calculations, should built up the tendency of developing at
least QSO and 032 effects.

For more details we would like to refer the readers to the forthcoming publications,
Réf. [8].
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Figure Captions

Fig. Lia A schematic representation of the differences between the typical compositions
of a spherical shell closures. While the spherical scheme is dominated by the presence
of many orbitals of "normal parity" and one "intruder" orbital of the opposite parity
in a given shell, the superdeformed shell closures contain the orbitals of both parities
mixed in comparable proportions. An alternative classification scheme (with respect
to normal parity classification) uses the fact that the single- particle orbitals form
characteristic multiplets (pseudo-SUs multiplets)., According to that classification,
the more natural criterion is to consider the superdeformed closures as composed of
two groups of levels defined by their relation to the pseudo-SU3 symmetry: the orbitals
belonging to the pseudo-Si^ multiplets and the orbitals staying outside (intruders),
cf. also Fig. Lib.

Fig. Lib Realistic scheme of the neutron single particle orbitals in function of nuclear
elongation for the axially-symmetric shapes. To facilitate the discussion, the single
particle level crossings have been removed from the scheme. The multiplets related to
the pseudo-SUs symmetry are marked with the gray areas (for more details related
to the role of the pseudo-S?73 symmetry in superdeformed nuclei see Refs. [5,9] and
references therein).

Fig. III. Ia The proton shell-energies calculated using Eq. (2.68), in function of Qs0. The
contour lines are 250 keV distant. The quadrupole and hexaderapole deformations have
been fixed at a2o — 0.61 and a40 = 0.1, which are characteristic for the superdeformed
Rare Earth nuclei in the vicinity of 1IlDySe nucleus.

Fig. III. Ib Similar to Fig. III. Ia but for 03] deformation.

Fig. III. Ic Similar to Fig. III. Ia but for a32 deformation.

Fig. Hl.ld Similar to Fig. III. Ia but for a33 deformation.

Fig. III.2a The neutron shell-energies calculated using Eq. (2.68), in function of a30.
For other comments see figure caption to Fig. IH.la.

Fig. III.2b Similar to Fig. III.2a but for o 3 j deformation.

Fig. III.2c Similar to Fig. III.2a but for 033 deformation.

Fig. IH. 2d Similar to Fig. III.2a but for 033 deformation.
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